Abstract-With the recent 3D display technology improvements, people now can perceive 3D effects in 3D display systems without wearing 3D glasses. However, due to 3D contents are not sufficient enough, the 2D to 3D conversion technique becomes more and more important in the near future. For 2D to 3D video conversion, the most common way is to generate the correspondent depth video from the original 2D video first then synthesizing the desired video by utilizing generated depth videos. The main key point for the 2D to 3D conversion is how to generate the corresponding depth video precisely and efficiently. In this paper, we will propose an efficient depth maps interpolation method from existing pairs of key frames and depth maps. The proposed method contains forward/backward blockbased motion estimation/compensation, block refinement, object refinement, and frame selection mechanism. Experimental results show that the proposed method can generate the depth maps successfully and effectively, which will be a great help for 3DTV systems
I. INTRODUCTION
With the increasing popularity of the 3D display, the efficient automatic depth map generation system for 2D to 3D video conversion has become an important topic recently. However, it is a difficult task to design a general full-automatic 2D to 3D video conversion system since real-world videos usually contain very complex structures and objects. For depth map generation, there are several automatic generation researches [1] - [7] proposed under considerations of contrast, sharpness, chrominance values, and image structure of the input images. For example, example-based [1] , wavelet-based [5] and optical flow-based [6] are the possible solutions. Nevertheless, the above methods all have their own limitations and only suitable for certain cases since only low level features were adopted in the depth map generation methods. To generate the depth map effectively and successfully, we think the high level features such as sky, ground, building, trees, humans, etc., should also be considered such that the generated depth map can be more correlated to human perception. However, it is still a difficult problem to automatically generate the corresponding depth video by considering the high level features up to now. Currently, there are only fewer researches working on depth maps generation from single video sequence [7] . In [7] , the author proposed a method for recovering depth maps from a video sequence by bundle optimization, occlusion handling, and space-time fusion. The proposed method indeed recovers the depth maps precisely and successfully, however, there are still some limitations of this method such as sufficient camera motion and constraint of quasi-static objects within the scene. The above assumptions might not be always valid, especially for general movies which usually contain a lot of moving objects. To develop a more general depth maps generation, one possible way is to extract the key frames of the original video first then generate the corresponding depth maps manually or semi-automatically. Since the depth maps of keyframes are generated via human interaction, no assumption will be needed. By using the keyframes and their associated depth maps, depth map interpolation can be performed to generate all the depth maps between keyframes. From the above, we can see that the depth map interpolation is a key technique for 2D to 3D conversion. In this paper, we develop an efficient depth map interpolation method based on the common forward/backward motion estimation/motion compensation (ME/MC) technique, a block and object refinement process, and a frame selection mechanism. The block and object refinement process is proposed to solve the mismatch problem between the generated depth map and its corresponding frame, and the frame selection mechanism is used to select the better depth maps from two candidate depth maps. This paper is organized as follows. The brief overview of our proposed system is first introduced in Section II. More details of the proposed system and concepts for depth map generation are described in Section III. And experimental results are shown in Section IV. Finally, we conclude this paper in Section V.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
Given a video sequence containing N frames, where the first and the last frames, F 1 and F N are treated as the key frames with the known depth maps, D 1 and D N , our goal is to precisely and efficiently estimate the depth maps, D 2 , D 3 … and D N-1 . The flow chart of the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 1 . For forward prediction, D k,F is obtained by referring F k and F k-1 and D k-1 , where 2 < k < N−1. For the backward prediction to get D k, B , the process is similar to forward prediction but in the opposite direction. An auxiliary image, object map O, which is the same size as F, is used in the system to inform the object index of the pixel. The object map can be easily obtained when D 1 and D N are generated semi-manually.
After forward and backward predictions, each non-key frame F k can achieve two depth map estimates, denoted as D k,F and D k,B , respectively. To choose the appropriate estimation from two candidates in both block and object bases, we develop a refinement process and a depth map selection mechanism by considering the edge energy to achieve the best depth map estimation. The details of the proposed system will be described in the next section.
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III. IMPLEMENTATION DETIALS OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this section, we will describe these three main techniques, forward/backward prediction, block-and-object refinement, and frame selection mechanism, proposed in this paper.
III.A. Forward/Backward prediction
In order to make depth maps tracked the movement of the objects in the corresponding frames and keep the balance between speed and precision of the estimation, the concept of block-based motion estimation and compensation, which is wildly used in video compression, is adopted in the proposed system. To evaluate the closeness of block-based estimation in the depth map ME/MC, we suggest the similarity measure between the current block, b cur and reference block b ref , be defined as, [8] 
where b(x, y) denotes the pixel at (x, y) in b block and W and L represent the width and the length of the block, individually. The above similarity measure was originally used in image quality assessment. Actually, we could find many similarity measures [9] , [10] , which satisfy the following three principal properties:
If we normalized the sum of absolute difference (SAD) by the maximum SAD, the normalized SAD can be treated a similarity measure. Among these different measures, we found that (1) yields a better result since it is more tightly coupled with the object contour while the computational complexity is not much higher than SAD, which is usually used as a common ME mechanism in video compression. Generally, the more similar two blocks are, the bigger the similarity will be. Once the current block b in F k finds the bestmatched block b* in F k-1 , the estimated depth block, denoted by d* will be the same displacement block as b* found in the corresponding D k-1 . The same process applies for estimating O k as well. In addition, several speed up algorithms, such as threestep search, early-stop, skip-criterion are also implemented. However, it is noted that there is always a tradeoff between the estimation speed and the estimation performance.
III.B. Block and object refinement
After the ME/MC process, the best-matched block in the reference frame and the current block may still be inconsistent due to rotational and affine motion. The inconsistency makes the estimated depth map hard to exhibit the correct depth of the current frame suitably, as shown in the Fig. 2 . Taking the incorrect depth map as the reference for the next frame, the successively-estimated depth maps will keep the errors and cause a more serious error prorogation.
Fig. 2. Circled erroneous estimation of ME/MC
Therefore, further refinement of the generated depth map is necessary. To deal with this problem, first check each block in the object map to see if it needs further refinement or not. The refinement process is performed only when the block contains both parts of object and background and the corresponding ME_cost is larger than a pre-defined threshold. Empirically, the threshold is set to 0.95 in our experiment. In this situation, pixels in the current block will be further classified into two classes, background and foreground, for refinement. Let b denote the current block, b(x, y) denotes the pixel value at position (x, y), and o denotes the current block in object map which are just obtained from ME/MC. Although the contour in o is not correct, it can still be used to provide pre-knowledge for classification. Assuming Ω f and Ω b are pixel sets of foreground and background in o, respectively, we can obtain the mean vector m f and covariance matrix C f of b(x, y) in Ω f , and m b and C b in Ω b . Then we can get the a priori probability P(Ω f ) and P(Ω b ) as
(3) By using P(Ω f ) and P(Ω b ), a Bayes classifier [11] can be built, which is described as follows:
In (4) and (5) 
By using (4) and (5) not-yet-refined blocks (e.g. right and down blocks), which leads to the priority above. As for background part, depth assignment process will be similar to the foreground part.
After block refinement, there are usually some noisy points isolated from objects and small holes inside objects as shown in Fig. 3 . All these erroneous foreground/background points are supposed to be removed, which is exactly what we do in object refinement. For clear explanation, the flow chart of block and object refinement for one frame is shown in Fig. 4 . 
III.C. Frame selection mechanism
Selecting a better frame from two estimated depth candidates brings up the problem of how to evaluate depth maps. Here, the concept for evaluation is to check if edges in depth are aligned to edges in original frame or not. Let E k , E k,F , and E k,B denote Sobel edge maps of F k , D k,F , and D k,B , we then derive the following two scores for forward and backward candidates
where NE k,F and NE k,B represent the total number of edge pixels in E k,F and E k,B . In (8) and (9) 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The proposed method is tested on an Intel Core2 8300 PC with 1GB memory. The results are shown in three aspects: (1) the improvement of block refinement and object refinement, (2) the validity of frame selection mechanism compared with picking by human eyes, and (3) depths of several frames.
Due to the restriction of Philips 3D display, which only accepts 960x540 as resolution, 15x15 block size is used for ME/MC and block refinement. To prove the proposed method works for all sorts of video, a random-chosen data, trailer of movie Vanhelsing is used.
IV.A. Results of block & object refinement
To verify the experiment results, ground truth of each depth are needed, which are obtained semi-automatically, i.e. by human effort. The PSNRs of depths in each stage are shown in Table 1 . It is obvious that the quality of generated depths gets better stage by stage. Sometimes noisy points appear after block refinement and may cause a drop in PSNR. However, when noisy points are removed in object refinement, the quality of depth maps returns and even surpass the quality in ME/MC.
IV.B. Evaluation of frame selection mechanism
To evaluate the frame selection mechanism, we compare the chosen frames picked by the proposed method and human eyes. Table 2 shows the picking result from frame 644 to frame 655. From Table 2 , we can see that the frames picked by the proposed method are almost the same with those picked by human eyes, which also demonstrates the validity of our proposed method. IV.C. Generated depth sequence Fig. 5 shows the final result of our system with the first and last figures as key frames. The object in the right is turning back, with his face appearing gradually. Note that his right hand has similar color to background crowd, where motion estimation is very likely to get a wrong best-matched block. However, the proposed method can still produce a suitable depth sequence.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel automatic depth sequence interpolation system is proposed if we only have the given depth maps of the first and the last frames. Unlike other existing methods, the proposed method can deal with more general cases and generate suitable depth sequences, which can be extensively adopted in 2D to 3D video conversion. The proposed system contains forward/backward block-based motion estimation/compensation, block refinement, object refinement, and frame selection mechanism. Experimental results show that the proposed method can automatically generate the depth maps successfully and effectively, which will be a great help for generation of 3D video sequences. 
